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ABOUT THE SERIES

THE ILLUSTRATOR

Leonie is seven years old and has two very special friends
who live on her grandma's balcony: Mucke and Luna are
butterfly pixies. Leo learns that when she eats a special pea,
she becomes a tiny pixy herself, and she can fly. Together
the three friends experience all kinds of fun, adventure, and
challenges.

The illustrator prefers funny, off beat characters in rich
colors, which she brings to life with great attention to
detail. Kitzing's books for children have won international
awards and have appeared in 14 countries.
RIGHTS SOLD
Audio rights Germany

CONTENT
Leonie is not thrilled about spending her holiday at her
grandma's, until she discovers two butterfly pixies who live
on the balcony. They show her how she can become a pixie,
too, and then the adventures really begin!
Leonie is not thrilled about being at her grandma's until she
discovers two butterfly pixies living on her balcony. With
the aid of a magic pea, she shrinks and also becomes a pixie.
Flying is fantastic, but it's not always easy to be so small –
the cat wants to eat her! When one of the pixies disappears,
a frantic search ensues. The new neighbor, Florian, comes to
her aid and as a token of thanks grandma gives him a little
bonsai tree with a special little something – another
butterfly pixie!
THE AUTHOR
Cally Stronk loves to light up children's eyes with her stories
and her ukulele. She lives in Berlin and her favorite place is
her small balcony, where she has planted beautiful flowers
and herbs. That is where she finds inspiration for new
stories.
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